Alphabetical Order

Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. butcher, autumn, calf, assignment, batteries
   ________, ________, ________, ________, ________

2. condemn, crumb, castle, character, climb
   ________, ________, ________, ________, ________

3. ________
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4. lightening, psychology, lamb, plumber, lenses
   ________, ________, ________, ________, ________

5. yacht, resign, shelves, whistle, rhythm
   ________, ________, ________, ________, ________
ANSWER KEY

Alphabetical Order

Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. butcher, autumn, calf, assignment, batteries

2. condemn, crumb, castle, character, climb

3. honorable, knife, kneel, debris, flight

4. lightning, psychology, lamb, plumber, lenses

5. yacht, resign, shelves, whistle, rhythm

resign, rhythm, shelves, whistle, yacht
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